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LYRICS
I'm summing up the stories
So you won't have to worry
I only did it cause I had to

I've been seen in places
I've been leaving traces
And I admit it, girl, I had two

Smile for the CCTV
Caught in a misdemeanoring
I only did it cause I had to

It wasn't my decision,
Can't handle prohibition
I only did it cause I,
Only did it cause I

(Had to)
You can smell it from across the room
(Had to)
Like nirvana and that sweet perfume
(Had to)
If going to bed is the felony
(Had to, had to)
Then I've been a good guy historically
(Had to)
I can't be on a roll I'm on parole
(Had to)
Ain't no make up in this minstrel show
(Had to, had to)
I'm gonna hurt you sporadically,
but I've been a good guy historically
Historically, oh, historically, historically, historically

It was a chain reaction,
in search of cheap attraction
We say we did it cause we had to

A stupid thing enfolded
Like police pistol holding
Just say you did it cause you

I think, if you are starving
you gotta see the garden
Just go guerrilla if you have to

You know; the one percentage
Won't be digging trenches
But keep it going cause they
Kept it going cause they

(Had to)
You can smell it from across the room
(Had to)
Like nirvana and that sweet perfume
(Had to)
If going to bed is the felony
(Had to, had to)
Then I’ve been a good guy historically
(Had to)
I can’t be on a roll I’m on parole
(Had to)
Ain’t no make up in this minstrel show
(Had to, had to)
I’m gonna hurt you sporadically,
but I’ve been a good guy historically

(I, I, I, had to)
You can smell it from across the room
(Had to)
Like nirvana and that sweet perfume
(Had to)
If going to bed is the felony
(Had to, had to)
Then I’ve been a good guy historically
(Had to)
Can’t be on a roll I’m on parole
(Had to)
Ain’t no make up in this minstrel show
(Had to, had to)
I’m gonna hurt you sporadically,
but I’ve been a good guy historically
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Historically, oh, historically, historically, historically